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Dear Students & Graduates, 

The days are getting brighter and dare I say it, warmer and you must all 

be looking forward to your summer holidays after another challenging 

and hopefully fruitful year.  We are coming to the end of our 20 year 

anniversary celebrations.  We marked this special occasion with a 

number of events throughout the year including, discounted workshops, 

free public lectures with prominent speakers, namely  Dr. John Sharry, 

Dr. Tony Humphreys and Stephen Rowan.  We recognise that our 

students, graduates and staff are the greatest legacy of the PCI College 

Founders, Liam McCarthy (RIP) and Josephine Murphy, and we were 

pleased to see so many of you at these organised events. We also 

introduced an annual Liam McCarthy Memorial Scholarship and were 

delighted with the quantity and high quality of applications.  It is very 

encouraging to see the level of interest in the field of Mental Health & 

Wellbeing.  We have shortlisted candidates for interview and will be 

presenting the winner at the PCI College Graduation on Friday 13th July. 

We will be ending an eventful calendar with the first National 

Counselling & Psychotherapy Conference, hosted by PCI College.  

This is to mark the fact that the College has now been providing 

quality education in the field for 20 years.  Much has changed in that 

time, especially in the way that Counselling & Psychotherapy have 

become more familiar and acceptable.  What was seen as very 

unusual (going for counselling, being in therapy) is increasingly being 

seen as a useful choice for many people at some point in their lives. 

PCI College have planned The Conference to be of relevance to any 

helping professionals with an interest in Counselling & 

Psychotherapy, as well as to students of Counselling & 

Psychotherapy and related disciplines. We will be covering a range of 

topics on the day, and the two keynote speakers are Dr. Maureen 

Gaffney, Clinical Psychologist and Author of “Flourishing” and Dr. 

Colin Feltham (UK), Counsellor, Academic, Lecturer and Writer.  In 

this edition of Reflections, Colin Feltham thoughtfully examines the 

topical concept of Failure and its impact on the human condition.  He 

argues that although a gloomy subject, we have much to learn from 

it.  On the other end of the spectrum, first year student Christina 

Smith reviews Dr. Maureen Gaffney’s new book Flourishing.  

Christina writes that this book demonstrates that people are happier 

when they are flourishing and they become more resilient, optimistic 

and creative within their lives. It promises to be an engaging and 

challenging Conference and we look forward to seeing you there, and 

to celebrating how far we have come in our field!

20 years on, we at PCI College continue with our founders pioneering 

work by embracing the continued raising of academic standards while 

still making training as accessible as possible, and by continuing to set 

a high standard of personal development in training.  We are all 

immensely proud as a college at how far we and indeed the profession 

has come. However, we aim to continually improve and evolve and in 

this issue of Reflections, our President, Eoin Stephens we will be 

looking forward to the next 20 Years. 

We are also delighted to announce the opening of a Psychology 

Department in PCI College, with the appointment of Dr. Derek Dorris 

as Head of Psychology and the introduction of our Postgraduate 

Certificate in Psychology (Level 8) which will start in October 2012.  

This course will appeal to any Graduates with an interest in 

Psychology.  It will also act as a bridging gap to those who want to 

continue on to the highly competitive Higher Diploma in Psychology 

courses available in Irish Universities such as UCD, Trinity and UCC.  

It covers a broad range of subjects such as Biological & 

Neuropsychology, Cognitive & Sport Psychology, Social & Criminal 

Psychology, Personality & Abnormal Psychology and Health & 

Wellbeing Psychology. 

Derek has a Ph. D. in Psychology from UCD and was a senior lecturer 

in the School of Applied Psychology at UCC.  In this edition of 

Reflections, he looks at Cognition of Self-Control and Control Failure 

and explains how “Therapists can better help their clients when 

guiding them in their exploration of their own thoughts by 

understanding the effects of self-commands in terms of priming and 

accessibility to nonconscious activation”. We believe that the 

addition of the Psychology Department to PCI College will follow the 

trend of cross-learning and cooperation between the two fields and 

give our students the choice of an even broader repertoire of 

knowledge and skills while not losing our core values of high 

academic standards and experiential and personal learning. 

And finally, all the team at PCI College would like express our 

sincerest thanks to all of you who took time out of your busy 

schedules to celebrate this milestone year.  Here is to another 20!  

May I take this opportunity to wish you all a lovely Summer Break. 

Maria McGrath

Reflections Editor
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In our last issue Josephine Murphy, one of our founders, 

wrote a piece on the early years of PCI College 20 years ago. 

It therefore seemed like a good idea for me to write 

something about how the College might look in 20 years 

time, in the academic year 2031-32, and indeed about how 

the whole field in which we operate might look.

However, as someone once said, “Prediction is very difficult, 

especially about the future”. This quote is attributed to 

various people - the physicist Neils Bohr, the baseball player 

Yogi Berra - but whoever first said it, it is certainly hard to 

deny the truth of it.  There’s no sign of the settlements on the 

Moon that many people would have been predicting 20 years 

ago – the smartphone, on the other hand, wasn’t predicted 

by anyone that far back.

And when we look at the field of Counselling & 

Psychotherapy in Ireland and further afield, who would have 

predicted 20 years ago that by the early years of the 21st 

century counselling via Skype would be becoming a seriously 

discussed alternative, that CBT self-help books would be 

available on prescription, that child sex abuse would be an 

openly discussed issue, and that we would be looking at the 

statutory regulation of the profession (or that we would still 

not be statutorily regulated, depending on what your 

prediction was).

Neurological discoveries have been both unanticipated (e.g. 

mirror neurons), and also slower than many had hoped 

(progress in learning more about the neurological basis of 

things like depression and Alzheimer’s has been encouraging 

but very slow).

So what about predictions for 20 years time?  In relation to 

Counselling/Psychotherapy and related fields, and the role of 

PCI College, we can at least talk about trends, plans, hopes, 

fears (while knowing that we may be completely wrong). 

Speaking of fields related to Counselling/Psychotherapy, 

one trend that I both hope and expect to see, and in which 

PCI College intends to play a substantial role, is deeper 

integration and cooperation between the various 

psychological/social helping professions.  Currently, people 

may find themselves using the services of a Counsellor, a 

Psychotherapist, a Psychiatrist, a Psychologist (Counselling 

or Clinical), a Social Worker, a Coach etc, without knowing 

whether this is what they most need, or how to make the 

relevant choice.  However, there are promising trends: 

more education and awareness amongst the general public 

about these matters; more interdisciplinary cooperation; 

more emphasis on self-help, etc.  If these trends continue, 

we would expect in 20 years time to have a substantially 

more empowered and savvy public making choices about 

what kind of help they really need. Rather like what they 

have in the USA, in fact (or parts of it, at least).  I wouldn’t 

say that Americans are 20 years ahead of us in this area, or 

indeed that we necessarily have to follow all of their trends. 

But we often do, of course, and in this case it is by and large 

a good trend.

Another trend is the one towards evidence-based practice 

in all types of professional helping. Some in the 

professions think that this idea is over-sold, and that it will 

soon lose some of its momentum as a trend.  Others see 

it as the only way forward, and predict that many current 

forms of therapy will no longer be around in 20 years, 

through lack of scientific support. This is an area in which 

PCI College needs to both lead and follow, so I suppose I 

should give my prediction…  

I’ll hedge my bets, and say that I think the reality will be 

somewhere in between: the world of therapy in 2031-32 will 

have been tidied up a lot, and there will be far fewer distinct 

schools of therapy, but I don’t think the richness of different 

perspectives will be lost, and I don’t think it should be.  

PCI College, Looking forward
over the next 20 years
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Counselling/Psychotherapy and other forms of professional 

helping should certainly be informed by (and to a certain 

extent limited by) scientific findings, but they should also be 

influenced by well-established philosophical ideas, by 

cultural studies, by art and literature, etc.  So how would the 

Counselling & Psychotherapy curriculum look in 2031-32? 

Perhaps a core of well-established best-practice humanistic 

skills, along with our best current understanding of human 

nature/psychology (probably influenced strongly by 

evolutionary theory and neurology), specific best-practice 

techniques for specific problems (depression, addiction, 

OCD, etc) and an encouragement of individual styles and 

creativity (for this reason alone, personal development work 

would still be necessary).

Practitioners would then specialise depending on the area 

they wanted to work in (Child & Adolescent Counselling / 

Psychotherapy, Addiction  Counselling / Psychotherapy, etc). 

Many students already do this, of course, but a generic 

qualification followed by a postgraduate specialisation may 

well become the statutory requirement sometime over the 

next 20 years.

I would also see Counselling & Psychotherapy programmes 

having strong links across to the Psychology programmes, 

Social Science programmes, etc which will be part of what 

PCI College offers long before 2031.  We have already taken 

steps to move into the area of Psychology, and have 

appointed Dr. Derek Dorris, formerly of UCC, as Head of 

Psychology.  He is developing programmes in such areas as 

Biological & Neuropsychology, Cognitive & Sport 

Psychology, Social & Criminal Psychology, Personality & 

Abnormal Psychology, and Health & Wellbeing Psychology. 

These are very interesting areas in themselves, and there are 

also many potential links with Counselling & Psychotherapy 

in topics like Personality and Health & Wellbeing.

Speaking of trends, Psychology nowadays is more and more 

seeing itself as part of a broader field called Cognitive 

Science, which includes such disciplines as Philosophy of 

Mind, Evolutionary Theory, Neuropsychology, Artificial 

Intelligence, etc. It sounds to me as if there is room for very 

fruitful cross-fertilisation between all of these fields and 

Counselling/Psychotherapy, and I look forward to the 

contribution PCI College could make in this regard.

Of course, some feel that Neuroscience and Genetics will 

make a lot of the work that we do irrelevant, by providing a 

“pill for every (mental) ill”, or by weeding out depression from 

the human genome through genetic engineering.  Perhaps – 

predictions in those areas are beyond my expertise. I presume 

there will be many changes, some for the good, but perhaps 

many unforeseen consequences as well.

Finally, I would expect that as we go into the 2031-32 

academic year at PCI College we will be making use of all 

sorts of learning technologies which don’t exist now. 

Technological change is the hardest of all to predict, so I 

don’t know whether we will be able to download 

information directly to our brains via Bluetooth by then, or 

whether brain scanning will be able to test for depression 

or addiction.

In the meantime, PCI College endeavours to ensure that 

we’re on board with current technologies and teaching 

practices, and to constantly strive to be to be the 

forefront of future trends and developments in our 

sector.  We will continue to support our Students and 

Staff through these transitions; topics taught, lecturing 

styles and technological developments. 

Here’s to the next 20 years of PCI College!
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Self-control is an interesting phenomenon within the area of 

psychology because it relies equally on the two broadest 

categories of cognitive behaviour, conscious and nonconscious 

cognition. It is also of interest to those outside of psychology 

because it has important implications for a number of human 

endeavours such as health, performance (e.g., sport 

performance), and education.  The cognition of long-term self 

control is well understood and follows the typical progression of 

habit formation very closely. However, the cognition of 

short-term self-control is not as clear as it is affected by some 

important factors, which in the shortened time-frame can play 

havoc with one’s attempts at goals satisfaction.

Long-term self control typically emerges due to the frequently 

repeated execution of desired behaviour.  To understand the 

cognitive mechanics of this, one must know that for the most 

part, human cognition is assumed to operate around the notion 

of mental representations.  That is, when we think about an 

object, person, or event in the real world, certain brain areas are 

activated.  This specific pattern of mental activity reflects our 

mental representation of whatever we are interacting with to 

the extent that, even when we are not in its presence, we can 

continue to think about it merely by activating those same brain 

areas.  Mental representations can be activated through 

conscious will or nonconsciously through the presence of an 

unattended (something we are not paying attention to) 

environmental stimulus that bears some relation to whatever is 

being represented. Unattended stimuli can only activate 

frequently used representations which require less effort to 

activate than new or infrequently used representations. 

Specifically, the more frequently a representation is consciously 

activated, the more ‘ingrained’ it becomes in our mind and the 

less effort it requires to be activated.

Mental representations are thought to underlie every aspect of 

cognition from stimulus-response behaviour to planned acts of 

self-control.  Thus, in the case of long-term self-control, where 

one repeatedly pursues the same goal, the underlying mental 

representations are reinforced to the point that they can be 

activated by unattended environmental stimuli (see Bargh, 

1997; Fitzsimons & Bargh, 2004).  For example, when one forms 

a plan to start jogging in the morning time, one initially needs to 

consciously remind (and even force) oneself to do this every 

morning. However, eventually the need for conscious reminders 

reduces as certain stimuli (e.g., the sight of one’s running shoes 

or the time on the clock) take on the power to activate the 

mental representations associated with the jogging behaviour.  

From a cognitive point of view, long-term self-control is straight-

forward case of habit formation. However, getting to the point 

where an intended behaviour is habitualised is anything but 

straightforward.

Strictly speaking, short-term self-control involves any kind of 

purposeful control that has not been repeatedly practiced. Thus, 

the mental representations that underlie such control are lacking 

any long-term reinforcement. However, in the same way that 

frequent conscious activation of a mental representation can 

produce long-term reinforcement, infrequent or isolated 

activation of a mental representation can produce temporary 

reinforcement or what is generally referred to as “priming” 

(Bargh, 1989 & 1997; Williams, Huang, & Bargh, 2009). As such, 

when planning a new behaviour, one will consciously activate the 

corresponding representation and leave it primed for activation 

by an unattended but related environmental stimulus.

This procedure is normally very helpful when it comes to 

maintaining concentration on a short-term task because 

the propensity for nonconscious environmental activation 

of relevant representations can help to keep one focused or 

concentrated on the task at hand.  Such a phenomenon has 

many names within the psychology literature depending 

on specific focus but implementation (planned) intentions 

(see Cohen & Gollwitzer, 2008), prospective memory (see 

Ellis & Freeman, 2008) and William James’ (1890) notion of 

The Cognition of Self-Control
and Control Failure
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“ideomotor action” are perhaps the best know descriptions of 

such functional priming.  While a detailed explanation of each 

these processes is beyond the scope of this short piece, suffice 

to say they each describe how planned human behaviour can 

be supported through the temporary priming of relevant 

mental representations.

Although priming might often facilitate short-term control, 

under certain circumstances, it can potentially lead to a 

breakdown of self-control.  Consider for example, the case of 

thought suppression and how that might skew the priming 

process towards failure.  Thought suppression involves telling 

oneself to stop thinking a particular unwanted thought. 

Although most people will be aware that such a control 

strategy is liable to result in repeated failure, they may not 

know why.  Well, the above account of priming may offer an 

explanation. From the point of view of cognition, the 

immediate effect of telling oneself to suppress a certain 

thought is conscious activation of that thought’s mental 

representation.  Such conscious activation ensures this thought 

will be more easily activated for a temporary period of time 

(see Dorris & Moran, 2005; Wegner, 2011).  Therefore, as soon 

as one begins suppressing, one would inevitably have to 

contend with that thought’s repeated activation by stimuli 

associated with the task (e.g., features of the room that remind 

one of the unwanted thought/task, the person or object that 

caused one to either think the thought in the first place or 

decide to suppress it in the second).

Thus, the attempt at thought suppression levels one’s 

conscious control processes against one’s nonconscious control 

processes.  It does not matter that this latter process is doing 

something the former does not want.  A key feature of the 

nonconscious is that it is relatively dumb (Greenwald, 1992).  It 

does not operate with intelligence but rather a mechanical 

simplicity. Thus, it assumes, if a stimulus was important 

enough to warrant conscious activation in the first place, it is 

important enough to warrant subsequent nonconscious 

activation.  However, there are two more “ironies of cognition” 

that make suppression even more likely to result in the 

breakdown of short-term self-control and they pertain to the 

anxiety one experiences when suppression fails.

One effect of anxiety is it focuses our conscious attentional 

processes on negative thoughts (Wegner, 2011).  In the case of 

thought suppression and unwanted priming, this can 

compound the problem because unwanted thoughts are 

typically negative in emotional valence.  Therefore, individuals 

who are experiencing anxiety due to initial failure in thought 

suppression could repeatedly find themselves consciously 

zoning in on the unwanted thought thereby priming it further.

Another effect of anxiety is it reduces the operational capacity 

of conscious processes (Wegner, 2011). Therefore, when 

anxious we find it difficult to operate in a wilful, sequential 

manner.  For example, think about the last time you lost your 

keys and were in a rush.  The search probably did not unfold in 

a calm, conscious fashion. Instead, it probably resulted in 

moving things around tables, desks, counters, pulling up 

cushions, and generally getting more and more anxious.  This is 

because your conscious processes were slowing down under 

the pressure of anxiety allowing the quicker acting automatic 

tendencies take over.  The same thing happens in all short-term 

control tasks and if said anxiety is the result of an unwanted 

thought rebounding back into one’s awareness, then the only 

automatic process to fall back on when the conscious process 

slows down might be the very process that is rebounding that 

unwanted thought in the first place.

The notion that self-control and thought suppression in 

particular can result in failure is nothing new.  However, with 

the identification of a mechanistic link between habit 

formation and control failure we can appreciate how control 

failures can arise from a simple misdirection of typically 

beneficial control processes and how such misdirection can 

very quickly create a negative spiral of failure.  Moreover, by 

understanding the mechanics of such failure, we can take 

better precautions to avoid it in the future. For example, the 

dynamic described above implies that positive distraction 

(focusing on stimuli with a positive valence) would be far more 

advisable than suppression of negative thoughts and, indeed, 

this is exactly what research suggests (Wegner, 2011; 

Whetstone & Cross, 1996).  The dynamic also reveals how the 

knock-on effects of self-commands such as “do not think of X” 

can shape a given self-control strategy for the worse. 

Therapists too can better help their clients when guiding them 

in their exploration of their own thoughts by understanding the 

effects of self-commands in terms of priming and accessibility 

to nonconscious activation.  In the case of thought suppression, 

this can be particularly relevant for clients trying to recover 

from an addiction, as they face the paradoxical problem of 

trying to ensure that avoiding their addictive object (alcohol, 

cigarettes, etc) remains a high priority, while at the same time 

trying to become less preoccupied with the addictive object.
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Although self-control and control failure can appear to be a 

simple case of conscious will and the breakdown of that will, a 

look at the building blocks of that behaviour reveal it to be a 

far more complicated matter.  To truly understand and treat 

control failure, one must become mindful of the mechanisms 

of control and the subtle factors that affect it.

Dr. Dorris is teaching a Postgraduate Certificate in 

Psychology (Level 8) starting in October 2012
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My most recent book Failure is a departure from counselling but 

certainly has a bearing on it.  While it is true that a great deal of 

counselling theory shuns the ideas of deficit and pathology, and 

solution-focused therapy is critical of the tendency towards 

‘problem-saturation’, I do not believe we can easily get around or 

leave behind the negatives that characterise much of the human 

condition and that bring clients to counselling. 

Failure is distinctive in three ways.  First, it takes a radical view of 

our ills, in contrast to the increasingly fashionable emphasis on 

happiness, wellbeing, flourishing, strengths-based and positive 

psychology. Secondly, it draws heavily from philosophy and 

other non-psychology disciplines. And thirdly, it is quite a 

personal book, using examples from my own life to illustrate 

failure themes.  It has been my view for some time now that all 

attempts to understand and ameliorate the human condition, 

including counselling, benefit from a perspective that is wider 

than normal academic discipline boundaries.  This perspective 

embraces aspects of evolutionary psychology, history, 

sociology, economics and environmental studies.  I am not naïve 

enough to think such areas of knowledge automatically fascinate 

everyone in the counselling world, so let me explain this a little. 

Sigmund Freud attempted to analyse the ills of civilisation.  Carl 

Jung also did this but included in his search the subjects of 

mythology, theology, philosophy, anthropology and so on; and 

some Jungians have been at the forefront of evolution-informed 

psychotherapy.  Wilhelm Reich tried to understand and address 

somatically embedded distress and mass psychology. Erich 

Fromm searched for the causes of human destructiveness and 

acquisitiveness.  Many psychologists have investigated human 

aggression, deceptiveness and unhappiness. Political 

philosophers have tried to understand why society is so 

fractured and what political remedies there might be. Ancient 

Greek philosophers identified akrasia or weakness of will as a 

major source of human problems.  Theologians like Augustine 

and Aquinas have discussed the concept of original sin and 

Buddhists accept that all life is suffering.  Profound writers like 

Samuel Beckett wrestled all their lives with the sense that 

existence itself fails to add up.  In contrast to the optimism of 

the humanistic psychology tradition, we have a weight of 

literature that finds life problematic.         

We may want to believe that counselling has the potency to 

rectify or overcome our problems in living, or even to create a  

better society Certainly many humanistic and transpersonal 

counsellors have faith in radical therapeutic transformation. Or 

we may concede that counselling, helpful though it is, can only 

transiently address minor problems.  Personally, I do not find 

Carl Rogers’ actualising tendency a strong enough explanation 

for human motivation: surely we are also driven by the darker 

forces of habit and self-deception.  Albert Ellis recognises the 

stubbornness of human irrationality but for all the hard work put 

in by REBT clients there is inevitably a failure rate, many clients 

simply cannot change their feelings and behaviour using a 

rational thinking strategy, and Ellis has no real explanation for 

the roots of irrationality.  You can work hard at overturning 

someone’s self-image of ‘being a failure’ but this still fails to 

overturn a competitive capitalist system that produces 

generations of failures. See Scott Sandage’s excellent Born 

Losers on this point.   

The sense of personal failure however is only one part of the 

overall failure theme. Collectively, we create schools that fail 

many children and workplaces that crush the human spirit. 

There may not be a greater contemporary moral failure than 

our collective denial of anthropogenic climate change and the 

destruction it is likely to precipitate.  Even our failure to address 

glaring economic inequality and achieve necessary social 

justice is secondary to this, the recent moral failures in the 

banking system being symptomatic of our collective weakness 

of will.  We like to talk about holism in the counselling world 

but we commonly treat individuals as quite separate from 

the social institutions we create, acquiesce in and sustain. 
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Unfortunately, in spite of its good intentions, counselling does not 

and probably cannot address our species-deep anthropathology, as 

I call it, and the damaging economic system in which we live.             

Counsellors are used to beginning their enquiries with the 

individual human.  But at the other end of the scale, we can ask 

what force might be at work that permeates all phenomena 

negatively.  I think the most obvious explanatory candidate is 

entropy, the gradual, inevitable breakdown of all phenomena.  

Everything wears out, has its time, deteriorates and dies.  This 

applies to human lives and often to human relationships, and all 

human institutions.  But it applies too to machinery, animals, and 

the entire natural world. We do not wish death upon ourselves but 

we have to die.  People with severe mental health problems may be 

said to have unlucky faulty genes, and we can certainly say that we 

have created and live in a flawed society that damages us.  

Although some Christian theology employs the concept of original 

sin to explain our failings, we can argue more cogently that natural 

flaws proceeded any Adamic fall.  Some of us may believe that 

human infants are completely innocent and healthy until damaged 

by parents, but an alternative explanation is that we are all 

susceptible to biological, cultural and transgenerational flaws, 

historical and social forces.   Not only do we suffer vertically, as it 

were, but also horizontally, through the milieu of a continuously 

toxic society.  Teresa Brennan’s book The Transmission of Affect is 

rare in taking seriously the ways in which we are hurt on a daily 

basis by our human (or dehumanised) environment.                     

This isn’t merely theoretical.  Approaches aiming at more than 

verbal impact, such as many humanistic, emotionally and 

somatically oriented therapies, recognise a need for depth. It may 

be that a majority of clients do not seek depth, and even that such 

therapies are more ambitious than effective.  But here we have at 

least an acknowledgement of the depth at which distress can 

register. Compassion-focused therapy recognises the negative 

impact of evolution and its clients are made aware of this. 

Re-evaluation co-counselling includes techniques for discharging 

not only individual but social distress.  Primal-oriented therapies 

aim to liberate deep visceral feelings in clients.  Emerging therapies 

variously described as ecotherapy or wild therapy aim to restore 

clients’ deep contact with the natural environment.  All these hinge 

on recognition that modern civilisation has robbed us of important 

aspects of consciousness and contemporary life fails to nourish us, 

leading to deep epidemic distress that we barely understand.  I am 

not saying these ‘work’ any better than other therapies, indeed they 

probably fail as often. But they have begun creating a path to 

greater understanding.  Just as Steven Pinker in The Better Angels of 

Our Nature has shown how violence has declined across 

the centuries, so it will probably take us centuries to 

understand and change other stubborn behaviours. 

Capitalism tends to embody deceptiveness and greed, for 

example, which we fail to notice and challenge because it 

comes to seem so natural.  In the meantime counselling 

may be one of the only games in town for helping us to 

get by in a brutalising world.     

Even those who find my arguments unconvincing, 

pessimistic or grandiose might admit that in our field we 

are far from reaching satisfying etiological accounts of 

why we humans are so damaged, and why change is so 

difficult and fragile at both individual and social levels. 

Failure is admittedly a somewhat gloomy subject but 

arguably we have much to learn from it and everything to 

lose by denying its grip on us.  

Colin Feltham. Failure. Acumen Press. ISBN: 1844655237 
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Dr Colin Feltham is a keynote speaker at the National

Counselling & Psychotherapy Conference on the 29th June,

hosted by PCI College. "Counselling & Time"



Flourishing by Dr. Maureen Gaffney is a unique book that 

grabbed my attention from the first line of its introduction. In 

the opening paragraph the author describes that she is sitting 

at her desk and as she writes she has a small bowl of 

snowdrops and a vase filled with springs of daphne, a delicate 

flowering shrub, on her desk.   They are both bursting with life, 

the sap flowing freely, straining to fill every bud, stretching 

every leaf, saturating the air with scent, each its own unique 

blooming self.  She then goes on to explain that we have the 

same urge to grow and thrive, and when we do we feel happy. 

As I read this I could instantly visualise these flowers doing 

everything the author had described and I could then envisage 

the people I have worked with straining to fulfil their life.

This book is about people not just being happier when they are 

flourishing; they become resilient, optimistic and creative 

within their lives.  Just like that flower, striving to be the best 

to fulfil our potential. 

Over the last several years while working in the field of 

addiction, I have worked with clients who I believe have the 

answers in relation to how to stop using, but they struggle to 

see what they need to do.  This book is a great resource of 

helping clients to achieve and see what is going on within their 

lives.  To help them understand what drives their strength and 

determination to get through the crisis of having an addiction, 

and then face the challenge of turning their life around.

Flourishing gave me a thirst to know more about achieving a 

deeper sense of well-being, meaning and purpose.  I instantly 

started to apply the learning to myself, going off in tangents 

as I discovered each “light bulb moment”.  This book takes an 

in-depth cognitive approach, using the four elements of CBT. 

The author explains that in order to understand the complex 

relationship between emotions, thinking and behaviour we 

need to look at the working of the brain.  She goes on further 

to explain that when an emotion is intense enough, it can shut 

down the thinking part completely.  The book helped me to 

gain a better insight into the workings of the brain, which is of 

huge benefit to my role.

I found myself instantly using what I read and learnt within my 

sessions. We discussed and looked at understanding how 

emotions work - the brain’s “instant messaging system”. 

When explaining to my client about negative emotions and 

the impact this was having on her life regarding her panic 

attacks, I was able to draw a diagram of the brain, and when 

we finished our session she expressed that what we discussed 

made so much sense and gave her the awareness and 

understanding of what was going on within her mind and how 

this was affecting her physically.

So, any book that will provide me with a clear and easy 

understanding of how these four elements affect our lives is 

priceless.  Not only it is a must read book for anyone working 

within the counselling field, it is a book that a client could 

easily read and understand, it flowed so well. 

I loved the way the author explains the differences between 

the negative and positive emotions, that are not equal in 

terms of their impact on us. She explains that if we miss an 

opportunity we are likely to get another.  If we miss a threat 

we may no longer be around to take advantages of any 

opportunities. This explains the reason why our negative 

emotions would be so strong and also the reason why we need 

a balance of positive and negative to counter the power of the 

negative.  We need to build up the positive to a ration of 5:1, 

therefore because negative emotion are so much stronger 

than positive emotions our experiences of the negative can 

affect us in life-altering ways.  The key impact of negative 

Book Review

Flourishing by Dr. Maureen Gaffney 
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Christina Smith
BSc (Hons) in Counselling & Psychotherapy Student (Year 1)



emotion is that you can develop 

unhelpful thinking. But having read 

this book you can then become aware, 

and you can challenge or distance 

yourself from those thoughts, and see 

the situation in a different and more 

helpful way. 

The book then goes onto to explain 

that negative emotions are there to 

help in life-threatening situations, and 

they are designed to grab your 

attention and to keep you focused.  It 

makes so much sense as it’s all 

connected to our survival.  The way all 

this information is explained it has 

given me a deeper insight into the 

well-being of people, how they are 

resilient, optimistic and creative.  I got 

excited and impatient when reading, it 

was easy to understand and very 

effective within a session.  I connected 

with the author and what came 

through was her understanding and 

passion about working with people. 

The book touched on everything; to be 

your best, understanding emotions, 

why negative trumps positive, finding 

out who you are, how happiness helps 

you to flourish, what is good and bad 

stress, how to handle emotions to 

fearlessly face your future, and (what I 

really enjoyed and have always 

believed in within the counselling 

process) the rewiring of the brain. 

Throughout Flourishing the author 

builds on the premise that instinctively 

we all want to be the best we can be, 

we all want to be that bud that flowers, 

we all want to flourish through the 

realisation that no matter what, we all 
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have that dream place, which she 

describes as our high place, where we 

can all individually flourish.  This book 

explains that adversity, which is 

defined as misfortune, hardship, 

difficulty and hard times, can be a 

positive turning point in our lives, and I 

think we can all say we have 

experienced this at some stage of our 

lives. This book is about how we 

respond to a crisis, how we have to rise 

to that challenge, finding a way to keep 

going no matter what, not only to 

survive but to become resilient, 

optimistic and creative within our lives. 

Christina Smith

BSc (Hons) in Counselling & 

Psychotherapy Student (Year 1)



Having left Ireland during the recession in the mid-80s I 

worked in London for around 7 years as a management 

accountant working mostly in the City.  Initially life in 

London was tough as I had no job experience and very little 

money.  Thankfully the British in general have a very high 

regard for Irish people and I was able to get some great jobs 

working with some superb companies and managers over the 

years.  Having spent some time there I felt I had learned 

enough about business and was a bit tired of the transient 

social scene so I decided to go back to Dublin and returned 

here in 1994.  Very shortly after I came back from London my 

mother passed away which contributed to me finding it 

difficult to settle back in, though I was grateful to have been 

able to spend some time with her in her last few months. 

A number of friends who also went away to London around 

that time have often said that when you come back to 

Ireland you realise how easy it is to grow apart from the 

people that you grew up with. I remember one friend who 

had spent some time in New York telling me about the time 

he realised it was not ok to bang on the door of the bus if the 

driver didn’t let you in! It took me a long time to find my feet 

back in Dublin and I often think that working abroad for a 

long time changes you permanently.  Working in London was 

great fun and I have lots of great memories that thankfully 

haven’t been recorded on Facebook, which wasn’t around at 

the time!  On returning to Ireland I worked with a number of 

Irish entrepreneurs and began working freelance as a 

financial controller.  Working in business in Ireland is very 

different than in London and it was something of a culture 

shock getting used to how we do business here.  But I soon 

got up to speed and worked with some great people in Dublin 

who have gone on to do great things.

In 2003 due I took a year out and went to Cape Town where 

I spent some time with my sister who had lived there for 

many years. Cape Town is an incredibly beautiful place to live 

and work.  I spent a year reflecting and figuring out what I 

wanted to do with the next phase in my life.  I didn’t want to 

end my working life as an accountant but I also knew that 

South Africa was not for me despite its beauty and the 

fantastic lifestyle that some enjoy there.  So early in 2004 I 

came back to Dublin and started working again as a 

freelance financial controller for a number of years.  

However this time around I was looking for something 

different.  I started a counselling and psychotherapy degree 

and though initially was concerned that it was just another 

of many courses that I had started but soon lost interest in, 

I kept at it and met all the requirements.  It was a great 

experience.  I can still remember how good it felt the day 

that I submitted my final assignments and thesis.  It was a 

tough course and there were plenty of bumps along the way 

not least of which was the personal development I had to 

engage with.  But thankfully I got a first class honours degree 

which made the hard work and challenge all the more 

gratifying.  Next up was a masters in addiction studies which 

I embarked on with an eye to applying for a doctorate level 

programme as soon as possible.

After completing the masters I was accepted on to the Dublin 

City University (DCU) professional doctorate in 

psychotherapy where I have just completed the second year of 

the four year programme.  Two years of the course are taught 

and the final year is research based.  There is also a clinical 

requirement for client, supervision and personal development 

hours. It seems that as psychotherapists we are endlessly 

engaged in some kind of developmental process.  My research 

is exploring how mental health policy in Ireland will evolve 

over the next 10 years.  I am using an approach called the 

Delphi method which is designed to encourage participants to 

think outside the box about how things might evolve and I am 

looking forward to seeing how the method will work.  While 

studying at DCU I was fortunate enough to make friends 

with a student colleague who also worked with PCI College. 
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She kindly invited me to do some teaching in PCI and I have 

been here since.  It has been an incredible journey so far and I 

am always grateful to those who have been so supportive over 

the years especially my partner.  One of the secrets about 

psychotherapy is that psychotherapists don’t always spend 

enough time taking care of themselves even though they 

spend a lot of time telling their students to do so!  This has 

been one of my recent challenges as I am so busy that 

sometimes I look back at the week and realise that I have put 

in more hours than I ever would have as an accountant.

It’s important for me to keep on exploring new challenges 

(well apart from mountain climbing, parachuting and bungee 

jumping, none of which I would particularly like to do!) as I 

believe that trying new things stops my thinking from 

becoming too sedimented and rigid.  I have recently taken 

up the violin and can just about play “Frère Jacque” on it 

after three months of regular (ahem) practice.  I also have a 

Tai Chi qualification and have decided that I am going back 

to regular practice of this. It is known as a walking 

meditation and it helps to keep me grounded, along with my 

other self-care practices. It also facilitates clear thinking 

which is especially important with all the many wonderful 

things that are going on in life, not least of which is the 

incredible experience of working with people who are in 

distress. I love the experience of teaching and observing 

students reflect and change.  Above all, the gift of being able 

to work one-to-one with clients is the most authentic and 

valuable experience that I have had in my many years of 

working in professional settings.
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PCI College are delighted to announce

Ireland’s Annual
National Counselling
& Psychotherapy
Conference
Friday 29th June in the National College of Ireland, IFSC, Dublin 1

SPEAKERS INCLUDE :
Dr. Maureen Gaffney
Clinical Psychologist, Author of “Flourishing”, Adjunct Professor of Psychology & Society UCD
B.A. in Psychology at UCC, M.A. in Behavioural Sciences at the University of Chicago; PhD TCD
 

Mr. Seamus Sheedy
Cathaoirleach Irish Association for Counselling & Psychotherapy (IACP)
and Member of European Association for Counsellors (EAC).
Dip In Addiction Studies; Cert In Gestalt Therapy; Dip In Counselling TCD
 

Dr. Colin Feltham (UK)
Counsellor, Academic, Lecturer and Writer
PhD, MTheol, MSc, Pg Dip Couns, PGCE

Fellow of BACP and MBACP (Snr accred)

SEMINARS INCLUDE

Tel: 01 464 2268 • Email: info@pcicollege.iefacebook.com/pcicollege

Book Online
www.pcicollege.ie

Tickets: 120
PCI Students: 80
PCI Graduates: 100
Lunch and Tea & Coffee included

20
YEARS

of Counselling &
Psychotherapy

in Ireland;
Looking Back,

Looking Forward

"Mental Health in the Workplace"- with Peter Ledden (Lecturer, PCI College)

"Working with Sexual Abuse"- with Ellen O’Malley-Dunlop (Dublin Rape Crisis Centre)

"Depression and Anxiety: Nature versus Nurture"- with Dr Barbara Dowds (Lecturer, PCI College)

"Counselling and Suicide"- with Cindy O'Connor (Pieta House)

"Sex Addiction - Problems and Solutions"- with Eoin Stephens (President, PCI College) and Paula Hall ( ATSAC)
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PCI College are delighted to announce that we are hosting 

our first Annual Counselling & Psychotherapy Conference on 

June 29th.

This is to mark the fact that the College has now been 

providing quality education in the field for 20 years.  Much 

has changed in that time, especially in the way that 

Counselling & Psychotherapy have become more familiar 

and acceptable. What was seen as very unusual (going for 

counselling, being in therapy) is increasingly being seen as a 

useful choice for many people at some point in their lives.

We have planned the conference to be of relevance to any 

helping professionals with an interest in Counselling & 

Psychotherapy, as well as to students of Counselling & 

Psychotherapy and related disciplines.  As can be seen from 

our website, we will be covering a range of topics on the day, 

and will be featuring speakers from within and outside the 

college, and from Ireland and the UK.

Looking forward to seeing you there, and to celebrating how 

far we have come in our field!

Eoin Stephens

College President 

Tickets can be booked on www.pcicollege.ie 
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Dr. Derek Dorris
 

Dr. Dorris joined PCI College in March as Head of Psychology.  Derek has a Ph. D. in Psychology 

from UCD and was a senior lecturer in the School of Applied Psychology at UCC.  His role is to 

develop new Psychology-related programmes at PCI as well as contributing to the development of 

our Counselling & Psychotherapy programmes at graduate and post-graduate levels. As a 

university lecturer of over 10 years standing, Derek will also be a valuable addition to our faculty 

as we develop further HETAC courses. 

Derek is one of Ireland's leading cognitive scientists who previous to coming here held the position 

of College Lecturer in University College Cork for five years.  He is a graduate of University College 

Dublin where he obtained a degree (B.A.), masters (M.Litt.), and PhD in Psychology. He has 

published in top ranked international peer-reviewed journals and in 2007 he was awarded the 

prestigious IRCHSS Postdoctoral Fellowship. His background is in cognitive psychology with 

specific interests in self-regulation, motor cognition, and sport psychology.

2011-2012 has been a time of transition for PCI College and in order
to facilitate this change and the growth of the college, we are
delighted to announce a number of new appointments. 
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Antoinette Stanbridge
 

Antoinette Stanbridge has been appointed Deputy Programme Leader BSc/Diploma in 

Counselling & Psychotherapy (Middlesex University).  She will be assisting Eoin Stephens who has 

taken over as Acting Programme Leader since the departure of Linda McGuire.  In addition to 

assisting with the management of the BSc,  Antoinette will also be taking on the role of Link Tutor 

to Middlesex University.

Antoinette is a full-time Faculty Lecturer at PCI College since March 2011 and has lectured 

extensively for other Colleges.  She lectures across all modules and has a particular interest in 

Mental Health. Antoinette is a published writer in a range of publications and is a regular contributor 

to our college articles and Reflections magazine.  Antoinette has been in private practice since 2001 

and has worked under contract for the H.S.E., Barnardos and Co. Waterford V.E.C. 

Finian Fallon

Finian Fallon has been appointed as Programme Leader of the BA in Counselling & Psychotherapy 

(HETAC) and the BSc in Addiction Counselling (Middlesex University).  Finian will also be working on 

a number of academic projects including programme development over the coming months.

Finian is a Faculty Lecturer in PCI College since 2011 and is currently studying for a doctorate in 

psychotherapy.  He holds a Masters degree in Addiction studies and also works in private practice. 

He is an accredited Psychotherapy professional with extensive experience of working with business 

owners, entrepreneurs and professionals in addition to educating trainee counsellors and 

psychotherapists. He is owner of ABC Counselling & Psychotherapy and his specialties within 

psychotherapy include working with stress, anxiety, depression, addiction and other issues.

Louise Moroni-Brennan
Low Cost Counselling Coordinator

Louise joined PCI College in January 2012 as Low Cost Counselling Service Coordinator.  Up till 

then she had been working in private practice as a Humanistic & Integrative Psychotherapist, so 

needless to say she feels right at home here in PCI College.  She has always been passionate about 

music and has been singing for as long as she can remember! Louise recently established a 

Georgian Ensemble in Dublin, and it is her hope to find a way to combine both her work as a 

Psychotherapist & Choir Leader!’
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If you have any news you would like to highlight in this section of Reflections
please email mmcgrath@pcicollege.ie 



FOR MORE IN FORMATION
about our programmes, courses, free lectures, workshops and events

please call 01 464 2268 or email us at info@pcicollege.ie

Information can also be found on our website, www.pcicollege.ie

facebook.com/pcicollege


